Lexis ® DiscoveryIQ

EVERY CASE

HAS A STORY.

FIND IT FASTER.
Introducing Lexi s ® Di s cover yI Q

There’s nothing unusual about having to
deal with millions, even tens of millions
of documents in litigation cases.
So why wait until Review to reduce all that
data down to what’s actually relevant?
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Lexis® DiscoveryIQ puts the power of advanced analytics technology to work
in the PreDiscovery phase to filter out 85% of data, including anything that is
non-relevant, non-responsive and duplicative, then makes it possible to speed
Review by 60-to-90 percent with the patented machine-learning capabilities and
predictive coding of Prioritized Review from Brainspace™.
Essential data extracted. Connections uncovered. Case insights brought to light.

Minimizing costs. Increasing efficiencies.
From PreDiscovery to Review to
Processing and Production.

With market-leading processing speeds, Lexis DiscoveryIQ helps you make the
connections that make the case faster, even while saving money.
The true brilliance of the Lexis DiscoveryIQ platform, though, is in saving time
and money while also ensuring that not even the tiniest byte of relevant data slips
through unnoticed, practically eliminating defensibility concerns.
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Lexis DiscoveryIQ documents every detail every step along the litigation way so
there’s never any question about the defensibility of your work.
And it’s all accomplished on commodity hardware so you can reduce your
hardware footprint and cost.
Processing and Production

Lexis DiscoveryIQ eliminates duplicate, non-relevant and non-responsive files
even during processing and production phases so you can be sure you’re only
spending time and resources on what’s essential.
By working as a “production engine” to quickly scan, import and process both
paper and electronic evidence documents, Lexis DiscoveryIQ helps you gain
greater control of the volume of data, reduce litigation costs and maintain a
seamless chain of custody throughout discovery.
Analytics

Lexis DiscoveryIQ powers every stage of eDiscovery from PreDiscovery on with
Predictive Coding and other types of Technology Assisted Review (TAR) such as
“near-dupe” analytics to filter out anything that’s duplicative, non-responsive
or not relevant to the case, greatly decreasing the universe of materials going
forward and ensuring that every document left behind helps uncover the real story
of the case at hand.
Lexis DiscoveryIQ helps you more efficiently identify case strengths and
weaknesses, with all the essential information needed to evaluate whether it’s
more financially advantageous to settle or pursue the case further.
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Review

With the vast majority of non-relevant data eliminated in the Early Case
Assessment phase, Lexis DiscoveryIQ makes every Review minute count.
High-value Review talent get clearer, more concise insights from minute one, so
they can put their efforts toward mapping out case strategy with no wasted time,
no wasted effort chasing dead-ends.
Whether you’re a law firm or legal service provider, you benefit from taking a more
consultative approach with your clients, providing greater value to them while you
benefit from a growing reputation among other high-value clients and ultimately,
increased profits.
Brainspace Smart Analytics Integrated Solutions

Brainspace modules are fully-integrated with the Lexis DiscoveryIQ platform,
adding the power of machine-learning analytics technology that works the way
the human brain works, intuitively, to surface connections that might otherwise
remain hidden, further improving the speed, performance and scalability of
Lexis DiscoveryIQ.
• Lexis DiscoveryIQ Advanced includes the Lexis DiscoveryIQ base platform
PLUS patented Brainspace Smart Review to uncover case connections
that would be nearly impossible to discover with human or artificial
intelligence alone.
• Lexis DiscoveryIQ Premier includes the Lexis DiscoveryIQ base platform
PLUS Brainspace Smart Review PLUS Brainspace Discovery 5, the most
advanced Brainspace technology in existence. Discovery 5 helps visualize
unstructured data connections graphically so you get an even clearer
picture of every case’s essential story.
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